PODCAST OUTLINE
PODCAST TITLE: The Lot
DESCRIPTION: A weekly show devoted to making your tailgating experience a whole lot better. We bring you
stories, interviews and news from the world of sports, entertainment and food.
Episode Number: 7
Episode Topic(s): We take a look at the formula for the best tailgate experience created with the three
Fs: food, friends and fun.
Podcast Type:

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Expert Interview
Answer Audience Question
List or Roundup
Multi-Host
Panel Discussion

Guests: (if any) Ryan Alessio
Intro Monologue
Tailgating expert Ryan Alessio (founder of Tailgating Fan ) discusses his formula to make the best tailgate
experience and shares some ideas with me your host Marsha Sanchez.
Intro Music Jingle
Party Music :12
Topic 1:
The perfect tailgate requires that you have the best food. How do you choose? A great combination of tasty meat, sides and drinks
can level up any event to be the talk of the lot. This takes planning and before you head out to the game you must first make a list
of food to bring. There are a myriad of foods associated with tailgating, but what are your favorite to bring?

Topic 2:
The best kind of company at a tailgate is the wanted kind. Not all tailgate friends are made equal. Yes there is some version of
etiquette even in the lot. These rules apply to all who attend a tailgate and are designed to stop idocrasy in the parking lot in their
tracks, so that the fun of tailgating can continue without delay. Don't violate them, what are some things you would say are big No
Nos when tailgating?
Topic 3:
The last but most important ingredient in this formula is Fun. There is no reason to be at a tailgate if you are not having fun. Thats
the whole point. This can range from parking lot games to music, good conversation, and more. How would you create a fun
atmosphere at tailgate? What are some tips you could give our listeners?

Closing Remarks:
We would like to thank our guest Ryan Alessio from Tailgating Fan for joining us today to talk about the three fs that make a
successful tailgate. We are The Lot, if you would like to listen to past, present or future episodes you can find us on
www.TheLot.com or if you are on the go you can download the Podbay app. This episode was directed by me your host Marsha
Sanchez. Sound edited by Jeremy Bethke and cut by Erin Gergen. If you like us, please check out the podcast Game Day
produced b the very talented Laurie Czerwinski.
Closing Music Jingle
Party Music :12
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